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This is a story of growing up with Gaucher, and battling Parkinson's, whilst remaining positive

and living life to the full. Although there is a serious undertone to the book, there are many

humorous true stories which have happened over the years, making this book light reading and

hopefully bringing a smile to your face. A humorous story of battling two diseases; refusing to

give up and using a sense of humour to get through each day. An eternal optimist always

managing to find a silver lining despite great adversity, whilst making you laugh it carries a

message of what it's like to live with chronic disease.

“Lasater’s words on how we touch students with our voices and hands and how to do so in a

way that builds trust and a collaborative spirit between yoga therapist and client are of great

value.”—Yoga Therapy Today, a publication of the International Association of Yoga

TherapistsAbout the AuthorJUDITH HANSON LASATER has taught yoga since 1971. She

holds a doctorate in East-West psychology and is a physical therapist. Dr. Lasater is the

president emeritus of the California Yoga Teachers Association and is one of the founders of

Yoga Journal magazine. She trains yoga teachers in asana, kinesiology, yoga therapeutics, and

the Yoga Sutras, and she leads workshops and retreats throughout the US and abroad. She is

a pioneer in the teaching and practice of Restorative yoga. Dr. Lasater writes extensively about

yoga. Her feature articles, columns, and essays appear in numerous books, magazines, and

anthologies. She is the author of ten books on yoga. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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A Silver LiningDespite great adversity, I always look for the good in life, and hope my story

brings a smile to your face, makes you laugh and enables you to find your own silver lining!by

Elaine Benton© This book is dedicated to my husband; the love of my life, without whom, my

days would not be so bright or the nights so warm.ForewordA sense of humour and positive

attitude are the fundamental tools with which I live my life. I always look for the silver lining in

everything, and inevitably I find it. No matter how difficult life can be, the human spirit is

extraordinarily strong and usually survives conquering insurmountable conditions and

situations we would never thought possible. I have not had an easy life, yet it has been filled

with some wonderful people, outstanding moments and fond memories that I will always

treasure. Despite being afflicted with ill health from when I was an infant, I couldn’t imagine

being anyone else.Adversity sometimes pushes one to the very limits; enabling us to

accomplish astonishing things we would never have dreamt of, for at these times we find our

inner strength and fighting spirit.It was Helen Keller who said: "I thank God for my handicaps,

for, through them, I have found myself, my work, and my God."My disabilities have taken me on

an expedition of self-discovery and an interesting journey I wouldn’t have missed for the world.

We all aspire to make a difference, to do something of consequence and I am grateful that

through my writing I have been given the opportunity to do so. Believing I am here for a

purpose and hopefully have helped others, gives me comfort knowing my suffering has not

been in vain. Copyright © Elaine Benton, August 2012All rights reserved. No part of this

publication may be translated or reproduced, in any form or by any means, without express

written permission from the author. Once Upon a WordI came out of sedation sluggishly. Before

I had opened my eyes, I heard the doctors discussing my case, standing right by my bedside. I

kept my eyes tightly closed, pretending to still be unconscious, and lay listening attentively to

every word as they talked about me. The doctors all agreed that a child with an enlarged

spleen in my condition wouldn’t live long. I never told anyone what I had overheard that day; I

don’t know why, but carried this information secretly with me for many years. I was not shocked

or scared, but calmly took in and accepted what I believed was my fate.Children are generally

very resourceful and resilient; able to handle situations, that as adults we often find

overwhelming. However, you can imagine that having a childhood filled with traumatic events,

receiving information like this had a huge impact on me, ultimately moulding me into the

person I am today.Some people are fortunate to be born with a silver spoon; alas I had no such

luck! Despite battling great difficulties in my life from when I was quite young, I always

managed to look for the good in everything.Early childhood memories are usually of a

significant occasion; a warm fuzzy recollection, or sometimes a particular scary unpleasant

situation. My very first memory is of lying curled up on the floor at home in terrible pain for

many hours at the age of three. I was born with ‘Gaucher’ a rare chronic genetic disease I

inherited from my parents, and so my next early significant memory was being diagnosed in

hospital at the age of five.In 1968, little was known about this rare disease; diagnosis was

made by inserting a needle into the sternum bone to remove a tiny amount of bone marrow.

Such a painful procedure necessitated hospitalisation and was performed under

anaesthetic.Unknown to me, the doctors had informed my mother of this terribly inaccurate

prognosis, so for years she also secretly carried with her this bleak information like a heavy

burden on her shoulders. It was only when I was in my late twenties; I revealed to her what I

had overheard, to which she then confessed she had been told the same thing all those years

ago. Both of us knew and neither said anything to the other! Does this sound familiar? Every



family has secrets; skeletons hidden in their closet which always have a habit of coming out

when least expected. Often it takes years and sometimes a whole life time, but you can be sure

of one thing, in due course the truth will always emerge.My parents believing my life would be

short never encouraged or pushed me at school. No one cared if I did my homework, not even

the teachers, who without my knowledge were also privy to this secret information. As enviable

as my situation appeared to my class mates; no pressure, no homework, lots of free time, it

didn’t occur to anyone that I knew. I wasn’t allowed to do sports, and children can be awfully

cruel when a classmate appears different. I was never taught to ride a bicycle, and if I could

have been wrapped up in cotton wool, I would have been cocooned in a second.I was never

afraid of dying, and believing I didn’t have very long to live, absurdly this incorrect prognosis

gave me the ability to enjoy every moment, no matter where I am or what I’m doing. Coming to

terms with my mortality at such a young age, resulted in a huge effect on my character and

personality. I wonder what those doctors would say, who stood years ago around the bedside

of a little five year old girl with Gaucher; if they could only see me today. I am now 49 years old!

I often suffered from nose bleeds and these would occur sometimes at the most inconvenient

of times . On ce e time, the bleeding just wouldn’t stop, and after six hours of trying everything,

I ended up in the Emergency Room of o u r local hospital.When I was eleven years old, I

suffered my first major bone cris e i s in my left knee, leaving me unable to stand, let alone

walk. I was hospitalised due to the excruciating pain, but the doctors were clueless and X-rays

showed nothing. Th ey had no experience or information at the time , resulted in me and ended

up having my left leg in traction for two weeks. I was given simply aspirin for the pain, which did

nothing to relieve the agony I was in . They may as well have given me chocolate!
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didn’t occur to anyone that I knew. I wasn’t allowed to do sports, and children can be awfully

cruel when a classmate appears different. I was never taught to ride a bicycle, and if I could

have been wrapped up in cotton wool, I would have been cocooned in a second.I was never

afraid of dying, and believing I didn’t have very long to live, absurdly this incorrect prognosis

gave me the ability to enjoy every moment, no matter where I am or what I’m doing. Coming to

terms with my mortality at such a young age, resulted in a huge effect on my character and

personality. I wonder what those doctors would say, who stood years ago around the bedside

of a little five year old girl with Gaucher; if they could only see me today. I am now 49 years old!

I often suffered from nose bleeds and these would occur sometimes at the most inconvenient

of times . On ce e time, the bleeding just wouldn’t stop, and after six hours of trying everything,

I ended up in the Emergency Room of o u r local hospital.When I was eleven years old, I
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nothing to relieve the agony I was in . They may as well have given me chocolate!It was the
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explain. My mother visited me every morning, and after a few days, she saw how I was

suffering, and the doctors told her they were doing all they could, but my mood was



deteriorating, which was not helping the situation. If you smile at someone, they will inevitably

smile back at you, and if you are pleasant and polite, normally one is treated likewise. However,

being I f you are a n 1 1 1 year s old , and due to being in suffering terrible pain 24/7 , are I

became a rude and angry child . , I i t ’s is understandable that how nurses and doctors would

be less than eager to treat me with kindness and understanding sy mpathy .My mother could

not take my pain away, and there was no specialist in Gaucher with whom to consult. The only

thing within her power was to change my mood, which would hopefully make the hospital staff

more receptive and attentive to my needs. I was given a stern talking to by my mother and the

next morning, despite agonizing pain, I forced myself to put a smile on my face, and forced

myself to appear jovial and polite. From that moment on, I was treated differently and the

hospital staff looked after me kindly to the best of their ability, until finally after weeks of terrible

pain, the bone crises ended, and I was released from hospital. At a relatively young age I had

learnt an important lesson in life that would become a firm part of my

character .SplenectomyWith this experience tucked under my belt, I was hospitalised many

times during my youth, several occasions taken by ambulance when a bone crises occurred

leaving me immobile. After a few episodes, it was decided that my enlarged spleen would have

to be removed for fear of attaching itself to other organs, complicating my situation further.I

spent my 14 th birthday in hospital, and my spleen was successfully removed, weighing in at

an impressive two kilos! At long last I had no huge tummy, and my body no longer looked out

of proportion, although I was incredibly thin. I made a full recovery, and after some weeks,

returned to school , but n ot one pupil or teacher bothered to ask how I was . I fe lt isolated and

that no one cared for there was no “welcome back” .Soon after the splenectomy, a friend of my

mother’s apologised for not sending a " get well card” but she didn’t think I would recover, so

hadn’t bothered to post one! Can you imagine hearing someone actually say this to your

mother when you are standing right by her side?I realised from early on that it would be very

easy to slip into depression, become despondent and sap positive energy from everyone I

came into contact with. Or I could decide to make the most out of a bad situation; put a smile

on my face, be cheerful and in good spirits, infusing all those around me with my buoyant

personality. Needless to say, I chose the latter! It is far easier and ultimately more rewarding to

be happy and light hearted. As my husband would say, “play with the cards you are dealt”, and

over the years, I have adopted his philosophy. So I am playing with the rotten cards I have been

dealt through having inherited rather bad genes. I have found that often the imperfections are

the very essence of what makes life beautiful.The most important lesson I have learnt, is to

maintain a sense of humour. Good humour will get you through the worst of times, lifting one’s

heart when heavy and lessen the load on those who love and stand by you. The journey of life

is a long bumpy ride, and best not taken alone.As a child, I was read endless stories at

bedtime developing into a cherished routine, one which I would repeat years later with my own

daughter. I began writing stories and poetry when quite young, allowing me to escape the

realities of this sometimes cruel and harsh world. At the time I simply loved to write, but with

hindsight, realise that it was a form of creative therapy. I find I cannot stop writing and it pours

forth, as if from an unknown source. Like a waterfall, words cascade down onto paper, and with

pen in hand, thoughts flow like a fast coursing river. Life is a journey, making many unexpected

turns and stops along the way, the destination unclear, and often only once we’ve arrived do

we realise this is where we were supposed to be all along.Once a word has been uttered, or

written, appearing in print; it cannot be taken back and is there for all time, never to be erased.

There is something deeply profound in the written word and I’m in awe of the skilled author

who takes us to the furthest corners of the world, enabling all to feel and see, almost becoming



part of the story itself. If a writer has the ability to capture your attention and fire your

imagination, this is a great gift.My life has been a series of strange events. We all have purpose

here on earth and some are lucky early on to find one’s true calling in life. Many years ago, a

lady told me that story telling was my gift. Although I listened politely to what she said, my

writing stayed unpublished for many years.To publish anything is to bear one’s soul to the

world. It is to stand naked and let everyone see who you really are. I guess I wasn’t ready until

struck down with a second disease: Parkinson’s at the age of 44. I suddenly realised I have

nothing so remarkable that needs to stay hidden, and it would be far more extraordinary to step

forth from my comfort zone of anonymity and speak out. I have poured heart and soul out on

paper so that you can hear my story, hopefully making you laugh, enabling you to look at life

from a different view, and maybe helping you to find your own silver lining.Meeting the Love of

my LifeSome couples have a romantic or sentimental story to tell of how they met their true

love. Well mine is neither, but what it lacks in romance it more than makes up for in originality. A

usual morning like any other at my office, I was busy with my daily routine of secretarial duties.

Why was this morning different from all other mornings you may very well ask? Totally

engrossed in my work, I was unaware that wandering the halls of the building was a handsome

young man, with the most captivating brown eyes that would melt any woman’s heart, making

her go weak at the knees (or evidently at least this woman!).The young man was on a high

priority special mission to find someone with a sewing kit. He had ripped a seam in his trousers

and about to attend an important meeting, was desperate to find some way of repairing the

tear quickly. As luck would have it, or call it fate, that morning he fortuitously walked into my

office. Being a girl guide at heart, always prepared for any situation, I kept a sewing kit in my

desk drawer at all times.Delighted to find someone who could help him, and who happened to

be a  �’young woman’ he quickly explained the dire situation. When I saw the extensive split in

the material, I timidly asked him to take off his trousers, so that I could repair them. Without

hesitation, he swiftly removed his trousers, and seeing the magnitude of the job at hand; having

a half dressed young man in my room, I hastily locked my office door, as I felt my good

reputation rapidly taking a dive. He sat down making sure his shirt tails strategically covered

himself as I began to sew. You see how handy it is, knowing how to sew! And you thought all

those laborious sewing lessons you took at school were about home economics, when they

were really teaching a young woman how to ensnare a man!
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usual morning like any other at my office, I was busy with my daily routine of secretarial duties.

Why was this morning different from all other mornings you may very well ask? Totally
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young man, with the most captivating brown eyes that would melt any woman’s heart, making
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tear quickly. As luck would have it, or call it fate, that morning he fortuitously walked into my

office. Being a girl guide at heart, always prepared for any situation, I kept a sewing kit in my

desk drawer at all times.Delighted to find someone who could help him, and who happened to

be a  �’young woman’ he quickly explained the dire situation. When I saw the extensive split in

the material, I timidly asked him to take off his trousers, so that I could repair them. Without

hesitation, he swiftly removed his trousers, and seeing the magnitude of the job at hand; having

a half dressed young man in my room, I hastily locked my office door, as I felt my good

reputation rapidly taking a dive. He sat down making sure his shirt tails strategically covered

himself as I began to sew. You see how handy it is, knowing how to sew! And you thought all

those laborious sewing lessons you took at school were about home economics, when they

were really teaching a young woman how to ensnare a man!We chatted whilst I worked, and

once I had finished sewing, he quickly dressed, thanked me profusely leaving my office hastily

as he hurried off to his meeting. I didn’t know it then, but I had just met my soul mate. Timing is

often crucial, and it would take a failed first marriage, several years and thousands of miles

until we would finally be together.Five years after our initial encounter, our long awaited

romance began and blossomed, as if destiny had stepped in and steered us on the right path.

Brian and I met each morning at an intimate café hidden amongst shops in a small arcade. We

always made for a small table in the furthest corner, away from prying eyes; sipping our coffee

whilst holding hands and gazing into each other’s eyes. After meeting there a few times, the

staff became aware of our regular romantic rendezvous and the waitress kindly started putting

chocolates on the saucers when she brought our coffees. We may have been tucked away

inconspicuously in the corner, but we certainly hadn’t gone unnoticed.It was on a cold morning

in January, I stood next to Brian, who had captured my heart and soul and slipping a ring on

my finger, we married. The ceremony was short, no frills or fuss and just immediate family and

friends were present. A wedding is usually referred to as a new chapter in one’s life, but I

unequivocally maintain that this was the day that my life really began.As with all new

beginnings we had great hopes and dreams for our future, marriage felt like a huge adventure

that we were about to embark on together. Starting out life anew, like many young couples, we

didn’t have a penny between us, but weren’t perturbed; for we were in love and had faith we’d

be fine as long as we had each other.I had often wondered how people could call their parents-

in-law, ‘mum and dad’, but after meeting my in-laws, it seemed appropriate. To call them

anything else would have quite frankly felt wrong. They were warm, young in spirit, loving

generous people, and it didn’t take long to realise that Brian was simply a younger version of

his dad. Just seeing them sitting at the table together, in the same position, identical

mannerisms, gave me great reassurance. I knew if this darling old man, whose bear hugs

could almost crush my rib cage, was what Brian was going to be in years to come – then there

was no question that I had married a good man.My mother-in-law knew a lady who worked at a

nearby hotel, which originally was an old English barn from the 1600’s and had since been

beautifully renovated, keeping the original features intact. They always say it’s not what you

know, but who you know, and in this case, my mother-in-law knew the manageress of the hotel.

She had arranged for us a one night stay at a vastly reduced rate in the beautiful honeymoon

suite. This exquisite rustic room came complete with a four poster-bed, original 16th century

creaking wooden floor boards (an absolute ‘must’ on any honeymoon night), and in total

contrast an en-suite ultra-modern bathroom with a huge Jacuzzi sunk into the floor with the

mandatory love seat to complete the scene. It couldn’t have been more perfect. To top it off, the

following morning, we were treated to a scrumptious full English breakfast which we hungrily

devoured. Piping hot smoked haddock with a perfectly cooked poached egg on top – delicious!



This may not be everyone’s idea of the perfect breakfast, but it’s one of my favourites. So

although our honeymoon was short and sweet, just the one night, it was everything it should

have been, romantic and highly memorable.

Ebook Tops Reader, “revealing. This new book by Elaine Benton reveals to the reader the most

innermost thoughts and feelings of the writer who whilst suffering from two chronic diseases

manages to maintaina wonderful sense of humour and realism . She has shared with us her

world of pain eased by love and well being. We can all learn a lot from Elaine's witty writing.

Bless you Elaine Benton.”

The book by Elaine Benton has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/JXVoZ/A-Silver-Lining-Elaine-Benton
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